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Bankruptcy/Restructuring Attorneys Also Recognized

Chambers and Partners, publisher of leading guides to the legal profession worldwide, has once again ranked

Archer’s Environmental Practice Group and several of the �rm’s attorneys among the best in their �elds in

Chambers USA 2023 – America’s Leading Lawyers for Business.

Based on extensive research, including interviews with lawyers and their clients, Chambers identi�es and ranks

the world’s lawyers: those who perform best according to the criteria most valued by clients – such as technical

expertise, business acumen, prompt delivery and value. To read Chambers complete methodology, click

https://chambers.com/about-us/methodology. No aspect of this advertisement has been approved by the

Supreme Court of New Jersey.

Chambers ranks Archer’s Environmental Practice among the very best in New Jersey, listing the �rm in “Band 1”

– the highest level – in that area of law. The guide notes the Environmental Group is a market-leading practice,

extremely well regarded for its exceptional litigation expertise. The team is known for its marked capabilities in

both state enforcement actions and claims brought by private parties. Key areas of expertise include

environmental insurance coverage, Superfund, Spill Fund and Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) matters.

Frequently acts for clients from the petroleum industry, and is noted for its expertise in per�uorinated

chemicals matters.

In addition, Chambers recognizes and highly ranks the following Archer environmental attorneys, noting this

about the group:

Christopher R. Gibson (Band 1), President of Archer and chair of the �rm’s Litigation Department, is well

regarded for his extensive experience in environmental litigation, including defending New Jersey corporations

against natural resource damages claims. “He is an impressive litigator who is held in the highest regard,” with

others also adding that “he is a leader in the �eld” and “outstanding in every way.”

https://chambers.com/about-us/methodology
https://www.archerlaw.com/attorneys/christopher-r-gibson/
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Marc A. Rollo (Band 2) heads Archer’s Environmental Practice Group and is a litigator with expertise in cases

concerning water contamination allegations and remediation matters affecting the petroleum industry. He is

praised by Chambers interviewees as “a strategist, who has very good instincts and a tremendously well-earned

reputation,” adding “Marc knows the nuances of the law. He can really bring a pragmatic approach to things,

together with superior knowledge.”

David Edelstein (Band 3) is known for his experience involving Superfund, remediation and natural resource

damages disputes. He draws particular praise for his writing skills and is also singled out by one peer who

comments, “He is very strong in depositions.”

Deborah S. Rosen (Band 4) is a distinguished environmental law attorney whose practice is frequently engaged

in litigation at federal and state court. She is praised by a Chambers interviewee, who said, “Deborah is very well

respected and is someone who understands the workings of how things happen in New Jersey.”

Chambers also recognizes the following Archer attorneys in their bankruptcy/restructuring category:

Stephen M. Packman (Band 3, Pennsylvania: Philadelphia) is the chair of Archer’s Bankruptcy, Restructuring and

Insolvency Litigation Group and handles a broad caseload that includes both insolvency and litigation matters

on behalf of distressed companies and other parties.

David Carickhoff (Band 4, Delaware) is experienced in a range of proceedings, including Chapter 7 and Chapter

11 �lings. His clients include creditors’ committees and distressed companies in a range of sectors, including the

energy and technology markets.

About Archer

Founded in 1928, Archer is a full-service law �rm serving Fortune 100 clients, small to medium-sized businesses

and individuals. The �rm provides litigation and transactional services in nearly every area of law, including

business counseling, labor & employment, real estate, health care, intellectual property, family and matrimonial,

personal injury, public �nance, tax, trusts and estates, bankruptcy, land use and environmental law. With 175

attorneys, Archer has nine of�ces, including Voorhees, Hackensack, Princeton and Red Bank, NJ; Philadelphia

and Harrisburg, PA; Wilmington, DE; New York, NY; and Houston, TX.
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